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Inspectorate of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia created an interdepartmental working group on operational cooperation during the preparation and holding of the 22nd international exhibition "Interpolitech-2015" in Moscow. â— â— 06-07-2015 Another metro line will open in the capital in 2016 Construction of the metro line from Salaryevo station to Kommunarka is carried out according to the project approved in 2013. Andrey Bochkarev,
head of the Moscow construction department, announced this. Hockey. KHL conferences. Regular season Regular season. KHL-TV - March 22. Unsuccessful start "Torpedo" The series of failures that befell Toropets continues. The home game against Dynamo Bryansk on February 1, which brought the team another defeat, was the last for the Croat Janez Hofmann See. On March 2, the team flew to Khabarovsk for a match with Amur, which revealed another
winner of the Mayor's Cup this year. Defeated by the hosts with a score of 3:2. Dynamo mentor Aleksey Kudashov noted the problems in the actions of his wards and noted that they must solve the problem of reaching the playoffs. Former Thorpe player Randwolf Strachigesa believes the team is not the best this season. "I think we underestimate the players a little, but it shows in their performances and in the game. We are disappointing ourselves, and the
audience, and the fans. Our potential is obvious, but we must learn to make it work." , Strachigas said. General manager of HC "Toropy" Andrey Lebedev and head coach of the team Alexander Belyavsky spoke about the salary of the team's players. â€œWe pay bonuses in the amount of 15 to 20 percent to all players, that is, it could be enough for a salary,â€ Andrey Lebedevsky said.
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